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39. we expect the new EBRD to play a key role in fostering
investment in those countries and to contribute to orderly
transitions toward market economies and a sound basis for
democracy. We urge the rapid entry into force of the Bank.

40. The Center for Cooperation with European Economies in
Transition at the OECD will encourage reforms and strengthen
relations between these countries and the OECD, as will the OECD's
follow up work from the CSCE Economic Conference in Bonn.

41. We invite the OECD to consider a closer relationship with those
Central and East European countries that are committed to political
and economic reform.

THE SOVIET UNION

42. We discussed the situation in the Soviet Union, and exchanged
views regarding the message that Soviet President Gorbachev sen=

• us several days ago on his economic plans. We welcome the efforts
underway in the Soviet Union to liberalize and to create a more
open, democratic, and pluralistic Soviet society, and to move
toward a market-oriented economy. These measures deserve our

support. The success of perestroika depends upon the determined
pursuit and developmer.t of these reform efforts. In particular,

we welcome President Gorbachev's suggestion for a sustained
economic dialogue.

43. we have all begun, individually and collectively, to assist'
these reform efforts. We all believe that technical assistance
should be provided now to help the Soviet Union move to a
market-oriented economy and to mobilize its own resources. Some
countries are already in a position to extend large scale financial
credits.

4. We also agreed that further Soviet decisions to introduce more
radical steps toward a market-oriented economy, to shift resources
substantially away from the military sector and to cut support to

nations promoting regional conflict will all improve the prospect

for meaningful and sustained economic assistance.

45. We have taken note of the decision of'the European Council in

Dublin on June 26. We have agreed to ask the IMF, the World Bank,
the OECD and the designated president of the E9RD to undertake, in

^ close consultation with the Commission of the European Communities,

a detailed study of the Soviet economy, to make recommendations for


